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This sample book is abbreviated; the full book contains 
these additional sections: 
 
Chapter 3--What Signs Mean 
  Your Key Signs 
  Sign and Aspects 
  Special Signs 
  What the Sun Means 
  Sun in Aries = Best Exalted Sign 
  Sun in Libra = Worst Fall Sign 
  Sun in Leo = Strong Ruling Sign 
  Sun in Aquarius = Weak Detriment Sign 
 
Chapter 4~Rating Aspects and Signs 
  "Waiting for Godot" 
  Planets Cycles 
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  Window of Opportunity 
  Birth Moment Houses 
  Rate the Signs 
  Don't Bet Against the Tide 
  Rate the Short Term 
  Speed is the Inverse of Importance 
  Sign Determines Quality 
  Aspect is Interplay, Not Quality 
  Aspect Importance 
  Scoring Aspects 
  Friends and Enemies 
  Astrology and Beyond 
 
Chapter 5~Sun in  Signs 
  Sun in Aries   **BEST** 
  Sun in Taurus 
  Sun in Gemini 
  Sun in Cancer 
  Sun in Leo  **STRONG** 
  Sun in Virgo 
  Sun in Libra   **WORST** 
  Sun in Scorpio 
  Sun in Sagittarius 
  Sun in Capricorn 
  Sun in Aquarius   **WEAK** 
  Sun in Pisces  
 
Chapter 6~Moon in  Signs 
  Moon in Aries 
  Moon in Taurus    **BEST** 
  Moon in Gemini  
  Moon in Cancer   **STRONG** 
  Moon in Leo  
  Moon in Virgo  
  Moon in Libra  
  Moon in Scorpio   **WORST** 
  Moon in Sagittarius  
  Moon in Capricorn   **WEAK** 
  Moon in Aquarius 
  Moon in Pisces 
 
Chapter 7~Mercury in  Signs 
  Mercury in Aries 
  Mercury in Taurus  
  Mercury in Gemini   **STRONG** 
  Mercury in Cancer 
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  Mercury in Leo   **WORST** 
  Mercury in Virgo   **STRONG** 
  Mercury in Libra  
  Mercury in Scorpio  
  Mercury in Sagittarius   **WEAK** 
  Mercury in Capricorn  
  Mercury in Aquarius   **BEST** 
  Mercury in Pisces   *WEAK** 
 
Chapter 8~Venus in  Signs 
  Venus in Aries   **WEAK** 
  Venus in Taurus   **STRONG** 
  Venus in Gemini  
  Venus in Cancer  
  Venus in Leo  
  Venus in Virgo   **WORST** 
  Venus in Libra   **STRONG** 
  Venus in Scorpio   **WEAK** 
  Venus in Sagittarius  
  Venus in Capricorn  
  Venus in Aquarius  
  Venus in Pisces   **BEST** 
 
CHAPTER 9~Mars in  Signs 
  Mars in Aries   **STRONG** 
  Mars in Taurus 
  Mars in Gemini 
  Mars in Cancer   **WORST** 
  Mars in Leo 
  Mars in Virgo 
  Mars in Libra   **WEAK** 
  Mars in Scorpio  
  Mars in Sagittarius  
  Mars in Capricorn   **BEST** 
  Mars in Aquarius  
  Mars in Pisces  
 
Chapter 10~Jupiter in  Signs 
  Jupiter in Aries 
  Jupiter in Taurus  
  Jupiter in Gemini   **WEAK** 
  Jupiter in Cancer   **BEST** 
  Jupiter in Leo 
  Jupiter in Virgo 
  Jupiter in Libra  
  Jupiter in Scorpio  
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  Jupiter in Sagittarius   **STRONG** 
  Jupiter in Capricorn   **WORST** 
  Jupiter in Aquarius 
  Jupiter in Pisces  
 
Chapter 11~Saturn in  Signs 
  Saturn in Aries   **WORST** 
  Saturn in Taurus  
  Saturn in Gemini  
  Saturn in Cancer   **WEAK** 
  Saturn in Leo  
  Saturn in Virgo  
  Saturn in Libra   **BEST** 
  Saturn in Scorpio 
  Saturn in Sagittarius 
  Saturn in Capricorn   **STRONG** 
  Saturn in Aquarius  
  Saturn in Pisces  
 
Chapter 12~Uranus in  Signs 
  Uranus in Aries 
  Uranus in Taurus   **WORST** 
  Uranus in Gemini  
  Uranus in Cancer  
  Uranus in Leo   **WEAK** 
  Uranus in Virgo  
  Uranus in Libra  
  Uranus in Scorpio   **BEST** 
  Uranus in Sagittarius  
  Uranus in Capricorn  
  Uranus in Aquarius   **STRONG** 
  Uranus in Pisces  
 
Chapter 13~Neptune in  Signs 
  Neptune in Aries  
  Neptune in Taurus  
  Neptune in Gemini   **WORST** 
  Neptune in Cancer  
  Neptune in Leo  
  Neptune in Virgo   **WEAK** 
  Neptune in Libra  
  Neptune in Scorpio  
  Neptune in Sagittarius   **BEST** 
  Neptune in Capricorn  
  Neptune in Aquarius  
  Neptune in Pisces   **STRONG** 
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Chapter 14~Pluto in  Signs 
  Pluto in Aries  
  Pluto in Taurus   **WEAK** 
  Pluto in Gemini  
  Pluto in Cancer  
  Pluto in Leo   **BEST** 
  Pluto in Virgo  
  Pluto in Libra  
  Pluto in Scorpio   **STRONG** 
  Pluto in Sagittarius 
  Pluto in Capricorn 
  Pluto in Aquarius   **WORST** 
  Pluto in Pisces  
 
Addendum 
 
Appendix A--Combining Signs, Aspects and Houses 
  Planets Like Certain Signs 
  It's A Cold, Cruel World--As Need Be 
  Wheel of Life 
  Sweet and Sour 
  You Get the Good With the Bad 
  An Entire Orchestra--Not One Cello 
  How Signs Affect Houses 
  How Conjunctions Affect Signs 
  Secret Blend of Herbs and Spices 
  You're the Boss 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
Copyright 2003, All Rights Reserved, StarWise Communications, Inc. 
 
ESBN # 49917-61086-3 
 
To best view this ebook, download the latest free version of: Adobe Acrobat Reader 
 
For best clarity, expand graphics to 200-300% to improve their resolution. 
 

http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
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Dedication 
"As a Shaolin priest from the Far East, what God do you worship?" 

"Life.  I worship life."--Kwai Chang Caine 

 
 
 
 

Thank you God for creating infinite life 
 

--all people, places and experiences in endless ways. 
 

Life's wonderful one-ness overwhelms the mind. 
 

My words apologize to the wisdom of silence 
 

while I dance my small finite life. 
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Greeting 
"Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler."--Albert Einstein 

 
 
 
 
Greetings Once and Future Friend! 
 
Once you make your own Paradise, your 
life will be wonderful almost every day.  
Astrocartography and other exciting 
astrology tools now allow you to make 
your own Paradise. 
 
With this book you can discover exactly 
when is the ideal time for you to enjoy the 
best life has to offer—love, wealth, health, 
family and friends. 
 
Selecting the best time to start or do 
something important, to insure your 
success, is called horary astrology.  It is 
as complex and precise an art as all 
other branches of astrology. 

 
 
 
 
For 30+ years, I have perfected my 
understanding of horary astrology in my 
professional client practice.  This book 
offers you the results of my successful 
insights into the art of selecting perfect 
beginnings. 
 
It gives you, in a simple useful way, the 
clock to time your days in Paradise.  
Every moment is an opportunity for 
something.  Discover what and you will 
realize it is never too late for happiness 
and prosperity. 
 
Bon chance! 
Stephen 
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Introduction 
"Maybe this world is another planet's Hell or Heaven."-Aldous Huxley 

 

Free Charts and More on Website 
I set up my website to support this book 
and your efforts to make your Paradise. 
You can obtain free natal and relocated 
charts, astrocartography maps, various 
forecasts, interpretations, and more at: 
Free Charts/Maps/Forecasts 

Paradise Timer in Your Pocket 
This book can help you decide when the 
right time is to most easily achieve your 
dreams of a great job, true love, fame, 
fun, fortune, college acceptance, 
retirement--you name it. 
 
This book helps you quickly judge the 
positive and/or negative consequences of 
any moment in time—concisely and 
accurately.  It rates the quality of each 
planet in each sign.  Plus it explains how 
to also rate aspects. 

Companion Guide 
This is the companion book to "Picturing 
Paradise."  In that book I rate the quality 
of your planets in different houses, 
primarily for the purpose of relocating to 
"paradise"--a place where your best 
opportunities and resources await you. 
 
"Picturing Paradise" is very similar to this 
book since signs and houses (and 
planets) have much in common.  Signs 
indicate the internal, inherent, intrinsic 
potential of any moment, while houses 
indicate the external conditions or 
circumstances of the place you are.  This 
interplay reflects the familiar heredity 
versus environment interplay. 

Free Introductory Book 
If you want to learn more about the whole 
concept, techniques and benefits of 
astrocartography relocation, download my 
companion book, "Finding Paradise." for 
free at: StarWise Books. 
 
In that introductory book, I explain how 
you can maximize your life through a 
(star) wisely planned relocation.  You get 
the benefits of my own insights, approach 
and experiences on astrocartography 
relocation.  I explain how a professional 
astrocartographer pinpoints just where 
Paradise is for you. 
 
Now, by using this book, you can also 
determine when you should relocate--or 
do anything else you desire. 

When To Stop the Merry-Go-Round 
Each and every day the planets change 
their pattern, moving from sign to sign.  
Some, like the Moon move very quickly, 
staying in one sign only for a few days, 
while other planets, like Pluto, stay in one 
sign for up to 30+ years. 
 
Since the sign positions of the planets 
and their aspects play the critical role in 
defining each moment, the ratings in this 
book will help you pick the ideal time to 
do whatever you wish. 
 
Obviously, you already realize that certain 
times offer you more opportunities and 
resources to achieve your goals and 
dreams than other times.  But when? 

http://starwise.com/Astro/FreeChartsPlus.html
http://starwise.com/AstrologyEBooks.html
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6 Ratings per Planet-Sign 
 
1) Overall Life 
 
2) Career and Money 
 
3) Social Life, Fun, Love and Romance 
 
4) Family Life 
 
5) Home and Local Surroundings 
 
6) Health 

"Timing is Everything" 
Let's say, for example, that you are 
getting married and you want to pick the 
"perfect" time for the wedding.  There are 
two valid, effective ways to do this. 
 
The absolute best way is to get a 
comprehensive forecast for yourself, the 
same for your spouse, and also the same 
for your "Union" chart (also known as 
your composite or combined chart, which 
integrates both of your separate 
horoscopes into one chart).  Then you 
analyze these three forecasts and select 
out the best day and time for your 
wedding.  This effort does indeed take 
considerable time, but the results are 
excellent.  You can buy this service from 
an astrologer, but it will be expensive. 
 
The alternative way is to have a few 
future dates in mind, like three different 
Saturdays.  Then you simply assess the 
quality of those dates and pick the best 
one for your wedding.  To do this, first, 
use my website to get charts for the three 
dates and times you have in mind.  Then 
use this book to score each date to find 
the winner.  It may not be the "perfect" 
time, but it will definitely be the best of 
your choices. 

Pair of Dice 
Sometimes, you have no real choice 
about when you must do something, like 
an obligation.  In this case, this book can 
at least outline the challenges and 
opportunities to expect so you can at 
least prepare yourself. 
 

Rating System 
In this book I grade each of the planets in 
each of the 12 possible sign positions 

I use two scales:  A+ (best) to F- and also 
14 (best) to 0.  The planets and signs are 
properly color-coded to help you better 
identify them. 
 
From Sun in Aries to Pluto in Pisces, you 
will find all 120 possible planet-sign 
combinations rated both ways.  The 
effects of signs are further divided into six 
different areas of life, individually rated to 
further help you decide when to do 
something.  These include overall, job, 
love, family, home, and health.  These 
720 grades, plus the ratings for aspects, 
should easily help you time your efforts. 
 
If you know some astrology, but are not 
an expert, you will especially like the 
layout of the book.  To make this book 
easier to read, astrology basics, like the 
symbols and terms, are explained on 
my website at:  Introduction to Astrology 

The Master's Bible 
If you want to know ALL about the planets 
in the various signs and/or houses, 
please consider my other books, 
available at:  StarWise Books. 

http://www.starwise.com/astrology.html
http://starwise.com/AstrologyEBooks.html
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Chapter 1~A Word of Caution 
“When I use a word, it means exactly what I wish it to mean.”--Caterpillar in "Alice in Wonderland" 

 

There is No Accounting for Taste 
Rating life is tricky business.  The only 
thing more complicated is life itself.  
The ratings in this book are no 
exception.  Any rating reflects personal 
taste and preference.  What I might 
consider "good," someone else could 
honestly call "average" or "great." 
 
To explain this in terms of this book's 
rating scale, my "B" rating could be 
someone else's "C" or "A" rating.  For 
this reason, I deliberately stay middle-
of-the-road, so the ratings are more 
objective and conventional. 

Shiva's Many Arms 
There is another quite misleading 
complication to ratings as well.  All 
planets and sign positions have more 
than just one single manifestation.  For 
example, the Sun in any sign of your 
chart actually manifests an infinite 
number of effects. 
 
Of course, these will reflect traditional 
solar "themes," such as your conscious 
ego or will (your adult mind reading 
this), your children, creativity, sexuality, 
pleasures, and, for women, the men in 
your life. 
 
The problem is that these different 
manifestations will have different quality 
ratings, due to the interactions of natal, 
transiting and/or progressed planets. 
 

No Uniformity 
Sometimes, a planet's effects are very 
uniform in terms of quality rating.  In 
most cases they aren't.  One effect is 
an "A" while another is a "C," etc. 
 
One overall rating for these separate 
effects can be misleading unless you 
read “between the lines.”  The ratings in 
this book are an average of the various 
effects within each category. 
 
Thus, a "B" rating for Career and 
Money, is an average of all your work 
and financial circumstances.  It does 
not mean every moment and part of 
your career and money will be a “B.” 
 
Fortunately, in most cases, these 
variations are minor.  To best 
understand the new opportunities and 
resources you will enjoy in a specific 
location, read the full descriptions in the 
unabridged edition of this book. 

Number vs. Letter Grades 
If you prefer a numerical score instead 
of a letter grade, I have included this 
arbitrary scale:  14 = best, 7 = average, 
0 = worst.   
 
Numbers allow you to add up your 60 
scores (10 planet-sign combinations x 6 
areas) into one Grand Total.  Then you 
can easily compare the Grand Totals 
for different potential locations to see 
which is best.
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Chapter2~Quick Guide to Your Goals 
"Whether you think that you can, or that you can't, you are usually right."-Henry Ford 

 

The Real Secret of Many A Success--
Timing 
You already know that certain specific 
times offer you more opportunities and 
resources to achieve your personal 
goals than other times do.  Common 
sense says, for example, that it is 
easier to get together with friends on 
weekends when they aren't working. 
 
You may, in fact, know someone who 
perhaps decided to start their own 
business, because they felt it was "the 
right time" and lucked out with success. 
 
There are millions of such success 
stories.  As a professional astrologer, I 
realize that this good fortune occurs 
because the person picked the perfect 
time, based on their own instincts, luck 
and experience. 

Make Your Own Luck 
Fortunately, by using this book, you don't 
need to rely on blind luck, instinct or fate 
to know when to act to insure maximum 
success.  Here is how you can "pick your 
shots" to enjoy great success. 
 
Use the tables below, "Your Goals," to 
look up what planets to have in which 
sign based on the specific goal you wish 
to achieve.  Say, you want a great new 
job as a manager (i.e., in administration), 
then apply for jobs whenever these 
transiting planets, Sun, Jupiter and/or 
Mars, are in these signs:  Capricorn, 
Aries, Sagittarius, or Libra (not Mars). 

 
These are listed in order of their power to 
help you.  Thus, you benefit the most 
when transiting Sun is in Capricorn and 
the least when transiting Mars is in 
Sagittarius (not Libra = poor for Mars).   
 
Once you have one or more possible 
times selected, you can then refine your 
results further by scoring the planetary 
aspects.  The more planets you have in 
great signs, with great aspects, the better 
your success. 

3-D Analysis for Maximum Accuracy 
You should always consider factual 
reality, not illusion or half the picture.  It is 
best to evaluate your astrology charts, 
forecasts, etc. from a real-life point of 
view, in 3-D, not squashed into some 
misleading shape.  If you analyze all 
astrology elements from two points of 
view, you have a much better 
understanding of reality.  I explain the 
techniques to do this in my book, "Your 
Right Horoscope." 

Plan for Success 
Once you have one or more possible 
times selected, you can then refine your 
results further by scoring the planetary 
aspects.  Evaluating the aspects is 
usually the tricky part. 
 
The more planets you have in great 
signs, with great aspects, the more 
success you will enjoy. 

http://starwise.com/AstrologyEBooks.html
http://starwise.com/AstrologyEBooks.html
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Do's 
 

Like most people, you probably want to attain certain specific goals, such 
as get a better job, fall in love, retire, improve your health, attend college, or 
settle down and start a family. 
 
The question to ask is, "when can I achieve these goals faster, better and 
easier?"  The table below, "Your Goal for Relocating," can help you answer 
that question. 
 
The more beneficial planets you can move into helpful signs, the more you 
will reach your goal and be happy you did.  Your best time to start/do 
anything will reposition as many planets as possible into beneficial signs.  
The planets and signs are prioritized with the most helpful first, least helpful 
last.   
 
The aspects of the planets involved also determine the extent to which you 
achieve your goals.  Other key factors to help pinpoint the best time to 
achieve your goals are: 
 
• the relationship between the planets and their rulers 
 
• the relationship between the signs and their rulers. 
 
I examine these issues in more detail in my other books. 
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Don't's 
 

The table below, "Your Goal for Relocating," shows only things you should 
"DO" to increase your positive factors. 
 
However, there are just as many negative things to avoid which can spoil 
your success.  Usually, it is best to carefully minimize the number of "flies 
in the ointment." 
 
For example, if you want to earn the most money possible, one of the most 
valuable positive actions you can "DO" is to time your efforts so that the 
Sun is in Taurus.  That will actively contribute to you achieving your 
financial goal. 
 
Yet, if that is impossible, then at least "DON'T" have the Sun in the square 
and opposite signs, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius, since these signs manifest 
in ways that often work against the goal of earning a lot of money. 
 
Likewise, Uranus and Saturn are "opposite energy" planets to the Sun.  
Therefore, "DON'T" have them in Taurus, because this will also work 
against your financial goal. 
 
Converse negations ("double negatives") help you by minimizing 
problems, but their passive benefits are weaker.  Converse negations 
require the catalyst of positive, active factors ("Do's") to have real 
beneficial value. 
 
For example, to earn money, have Uranus and/or Saturn in Leo, Scorpio, or 
Aquarius.  This will mildly and indirectly help you earn money, by not 
preventing you from earning it.  These planets do not directly stimulate 
you to earn lots of money.  Rather they help you be inventive and focused 
in ways that support you earning money--if other positive factors are 
present, such as, Sun in Taurus. 
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This sample book is abbreviated. 

 
The full book contains full details on when to make key decisions to 
achieve happiness. 
 
To immediately order your own copy now:  StarWise Astrology Books. 
 
Here is the Table of Contents from the full book: 
 
Introduction 
  Free Charts and More on Website 
  Paradise Timer in Your Pocket 
  Companion Guide 
  Free Introductory Book 
  When To Stop the Merry-Go-Round 
  "Timing is Everything" 
  Pair of Dice 
  Rating System 
  The Master's Bible 
 
Chapter 1~A Word of Caution 
  There is No Accounting for Taste 
  Shiva's Many Arms 
  No Uniformity 
  Number vs. Letter Grades 
 
Chapter2~Quick Guide to Your Goals 
  The Real Secret of Many A Success--Timing 
  Make Your Own Luck 
  3-D Analysis for Maximum Accuracy 
  Plan for Success 
 
Chapter 3--What Signs Mean 
  Your Key Signs 
  Sign and Aspects 
  Special Signs 
  What the Sun Means 
  Sun in Aries = Best Exalted Sign 
  Sun in Libra = Worst Fall Sign 
  Sun in Leo = Strong Ruling Sign 

http://starwise.com/AstrologyEBooks.html
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  Sun in Aquarius = Weak Detriment Sign 
 
Chapter 4~Rating Aspects and Signs 
  "Waiting for Godot" 
  Planets Cycles 
  Window of Opportunity 
  Birth Moment Houses 
  Rate the Signs 
  Don't Bet Against the Tide 
  Rate the Short Term 
  Speed is the Inverse of Importance 
  Sign Determines Quality 
  Aspect is Interplay, Not Quality 
  Aspect Importance 
  Scoring Aspects 
  Friends and Enemies 
  Astrology and Beyond 
 
Chapter 5~Sun in  Signs 
  Sun in Aries   **BEST** 
  Sun in Taurus 
  Sun in Gemini 
  Sun in Cancer 
  Sun in Leo  **STRONG** 
  Sun in Virgo 
  Sun in Libra   **WORST** 
  Sun in Scorpio 
  Sun in Sagittarius 
  Sun in Capricorn 
  Sun in Aquarius   **WEAK** 
  Sun in Pisces  
 
Chapter 6~Moon in  Signs 
  Moon in Aries 
  Moon in Taurus    **BEST** 
  Moon in Gemini  
  Moon in Cancer   **STRONG** 
  Moon in Leo  
  Moon in Virgo  
  Moon in Libra  
  Moon in Scorpio   **WORST** 
  Moon in Sagittarius  
  Moon in Capricorn   **WEAK** 
  Moon in Aquarius 
  Moon in Pisces 
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Chapter 7~Mercury in  Signs 
  Mercury in Aries 
  Mercury in Taurus  
  Mercury in Gemini   **STRONG** 
  Mercury in Cancer 
  Mercury in Leo   **WORST** 
  Mercury in Virgo   **STRONG** 
  Mercury in Libra  
  Mercury in Scorpio  
  Mercury in Sagittarius   **WEAK** 
  Mercury in Capricorn  
  Mercury in Aquarius   **BEST** 
  Mercury in Pisces   *WEAK** 
 
Chapter 8~Venus in  Signs 
  Venus in Aries   **WEAK** 
  Venus in Taurus   **STRONG** 
  Venus in Gemini  
  Venus in Cancer  
  Venus in Leo  
  Venus in Virgo   **WORST** 
  Venus in Libra   **STRONG** 
  Venus in Scorpio   **WEAK** 
  Venus in Sagittarius  
  Venus in Capricorn  
  Venus in Aquarius  
  Venus in Pisces   **BEST** 
 
CHAPTER 9~Mars in  Signs 
  Mars in Aries   **STRONG** 
  Mars in Taurus 
  Mars in Gemini 
  Mars in Cancer   **WORST** 
  Mars in Leo 
  Mars in Virgo 
  Mars in Libra   **WEAK** 
  Mars in Scorpio  
  Mars in Sagittarius  
  Mars in Capricorn   **BEST** 
  Mars in Aquarius  
  Mars in Pisces  
 
Chapter 10~Jupiter in  Signs 
  Jupiter in Aries 
  Jupiter in Taurus  
  Jupiter in Gemini   **WEAK** 
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  Jupiter in Cancer   **BEST** 
  Jupiter in Leo 
  Jupiter in Virgo 
  Jupiter in Libra  
  Jupiter in Scorpio  
  Jupiter in Sagittarius   **STRONG** 
  Jupiter in Capricorn   **WORST** 
  Jupiter in Aquarius 
  Jupiter in Pisces  
 
Chapter 11~Saturn in  Signs 
  Saturn in Aries   **WORST** 
  Saturn in Taurus  
  Saturn in Gemini  
  Saturn in Cancer   **WEAK** 
  Saturn in Leo  
  Saturn in Virgo  
  Saturn in Libra   **BEST** 
  Saturn in Scorpio 
  Saturn in Sagittarius 
  Saturn in Capricorn   **STRONG** 
  Saturn in Aquarius  
  Saturn in Pisces  
 
Chapter 12~Uranus in  Signs 
  Uranus in Aries 
  Uranus in Taurus   **WORST** 
  Uranus in Gemini  
  Uranus in Cancer  
  Uranus in Leo   **WEAK** 
  Uranus in Virgo  
  Uranus in Libra  
  Uranus in Scorpio   **BEST** 
  Uranus in Sagittarius  
  Uranus in Capricorn  
  Uranus in Aquarius   **STRONG** 
  Uranus in Pisces  
 
Chapter 13~Neptune in  Signs 
  Neptune in Aries  
  Neptune in Taurus  
  Neptune in Gemini   **WORST** 
  Neptune in Cancer  
  Neptune in Leo  
  Neptune in Virgo   **WEAK** 
  Neptune in Libra  
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  Neptune in Scorpio  
  Neptune in Sagittarius   **BEST** 
  Neptune in Capricorn  
  Neptune in Aquarius  
  Neptune in Pisces   **STRONG** 
 
Chapter 14~Pluto in  Signs 
  Pluto in Aries  
  Pluto in Taurus   **WEAK** 
  Pluto in Gemini  
  Pluto in Cancer  
  Pluto in Leo   **BEST** 
  Pluto in Virgo  
  Pluto in Libra  
  Pluto in Scorpio   **STRONG** 
  Pluto in Sagittarius 
  Pluto in Capricorn 
  Pluto in Aquarius   **WORST** 
  Pluto in Pisces  
 
Addendum 
 
Appendix A--Combining Signs, Aspects and Houses 
  Planets Like Certain Signs 
  It's A Cold, Cruel World--As Need Be 
  Wheel of Life 
  Sweet and Sour 
  You Get the Good With the Bad 
  An Entire Orchestra--Not One Cello 
  How Signs Affect Houses 
  How Conjunctions Affect Signs 
  Secret Blend of Herbs and Spices 
  You're the Boss 



Selecting Paradise 
StarWise Ratings of Your Planets in Signs 
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Addendum 
"I don't know anything about music. In my line you don't have to."-Elvis Presley 

 
Free Personal Charts, Maps, Forecasts, etc. are available at:  Free StarWise Charts 
 
Astrology basics, explanation of symbols, etc. are available at:  Introduction to Astrology 
 
StarWise astrocartography relocation services can help you enjoy more opportunities 
and resources to best achieve your goals: Relocation Services 
 
Personal and business consultation can be scheduled at: Astrology Consultation 
 
 
For information on these and other books, visit: StarWise Astrology Books 
 
Finding Paradise 
 
Picturing Paradise 
 
Selecting Paradise 
 
Your Right Horoscope 
 
A Philosophy of Paradise 
 
StarWise Bible of Astrocartography Relocation 

http://starwise.com/Astro/FreeChartsPlus.html
http://www.starwise.com/astrology.html
http://www.starwise.com/relocation_astrocartography.html
http://www.starwise.com/Personal_Telephone_Consultation.html
http://starwise.com/AstrologyEBooks.html
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